The Guns of August – Some Observations

By Richard Sale, author of Traitors.

    A reader mentioned that The Guns of August by Barbara Tuchman as the best account of the miscalculations that led to the war, but I’m afraid that I cannot agree. Tuchman is a superb writer of history. One has only to think of The Proud Tower, her masterpiece, I think. She displays an expert mastery of color, background, setting, and excels in the vivid depiction of personalities. In addition, she is able to pace and drive a carefully framed narrative of events. She brings history to the complicated pitch of life that it  once was lived.  But the Guns has serious faults.  In some ways a genuine masterpiece, the book utterly scants the diplomacy that led to the war. Perhaps the most detailed study is the diplomacy is L.  Alberinti’s Origins of the War of 1914 in three volumes which makes excellent use of all kinds of documents. (It’s very expensive to get.)
     As far as Tuchman’s book, I fear her biases and preferences somewhat mar her work. She is essentially a pacifist who thinks war basically wasteful and stupid as well as mindlessly savage. In her portrait, the French idea of the country’s devotion to the offensive verges on the idiotic and delusional. French generals, she says, always thought that the force that possessed the strongest will that would win, and they disregarded such minor details as firepower, armaments, rates of fire, tonnage of shells, etc. 
      The result was unprecedented slaughter. 
    She also unfairly depicts the British as unreliable, and the British commander, Sir John French, as an outright coward. In fact, the British forces, hardened in the Boer and other small wars, fought superbly in the early days of the war.
   Tuchman in fact, idealizes the British a great deal, but, as I said, she has no grasp of military policy. Britains policy was not motivated by liberal morality but by its own self-interest. Tuchman relates with seeming approval the-behind-the-scenes negotiations between Gen. Henry Wilson and the French military command, but the resulting arrangements were very unfortunate, because it basically relegated the British force to an adjunct of the French Armys left wing, overruling the British plan to have its troops  move into Belgium to help stiffen the defense there. 
   To return to the diplomacy, Tuchman makes a bare mention of the murder of Archduke Ferdinand, who, although not a nice character, was actually a political soft-liner and friend to Serbia and was part of a network of Serbian sympathizers within the Austro-Hungarian monarchy. The involvement of the Serbian government in the plot hardly rates a mention by her. In fact, Austria was the offended parties, believing, correctly, that the while the Serbian government was innocent of the killing, elements of it were indirectly involved in the assassination, especially when its intelligence service gave the conspirators arms and bombs. (This did not help them be less amateur and inept.). The Serb officer involved in that, Apis, a member of the Serb nationalist groups, is believed to be indirectly involved in the assassination of Archduke Ferdinand, but that has not been proved. Had Austria simply lashed out and punished the Serbs, the bulk of Europe, including Russia, probably would not have intervened. It also pays to remember that the Serbs were very much in disrepute in the eyes of Europe since 1903 after army officers murdered their king and queen, threw their bodies off a balcony and allowed them to be hacked to pieces by a mob. Another factor. When the Bulgarians had been roughed up by the Austrians in 1913 Balkan War, losing their gains from the first Balkan War, Russia had not lifted an eyebrow, yet the Bulgarians were Slavs. 
   But it was Austrias timidity  its weak fear that Russia might get mad at her if she confronted at Serbia that prompted her to go begging to Germany for help. Germany at first denied support, thinking the murder a local matter between Vienna and Belgrade, but getting Germany involved almost guaranteed Russian involvement and Russian involvement meant dragging in France.
  A crucial alliance that acted as a cause for the war goes back to The First Balkan War of 1912. This war began when Montenegro declared War on Turkey, and Italian troops landed in Tripoli in North Africa (Tripolitania) to gobble up part of the decaying Ottoman Empire. Russia encouraged an alliance between Serbia and Bulgaria in 1912, countries that were then were joined by Montenegro and Greece. (Serbia would shortly fight two more wars that doubled her area and resources) But the chief point is that First Balkan War of 1912 was seen with alarm in Germany as a war fought by an expansionist Russia using Balkan proxies. Bethmann Hollweg, German Prime Minister, got up in the Reichstag in December of 1912 and said that if Austro-Hungary were attacked by a third party while pursuing its interests, Germany would support Austro-Hungary and fight to maintain its position in Europe. Britain responded the following day, saying that a Russo-Austrian war might led to a German attack on France and warned that it would not accept a French defeat.  On Dec. 8, the Kaiser said that if Russia came to Serbias aid, Germany would fight. He assumed that in such a war Bulgaria, Romania, and Albania and Turkey would fight against Serbia, leaving Austria to concentrate against Russia. 
   Thus the seeds of the disasters of 1914, the real blueprint for them, go back two years. Tuchman makes no mention of the First Balkan War. JM Roberts in his History of the Twentieth Century does, but he is typical in placing blame on Germany: The Great War had been made in Berlin, etc. His understanding of the Balkans is terrible, the role of Russia, is worse. The point to hold to is that the only nation in the beginning that turned to war as the instrument to gain its aims was Austro-Hungary, not Germany.  It was Austria, not Germany, that was first to mobilize. Of course, one has to remember that German aggressiveness in international relations resulted in a truly tragic tendency for its enemies to see Austria Hungary as merely a stalking horse for German aims, when that suspicion did not come close to the real facts of the situation.
  Another bone to pick with Tuchman.
   Britain was a neutral in 1914, but when the war came, while Tuchman waxes poetic about Britains moral valor and liberal morality in deciding to back Belgium in the event its neutrality was violated, when the fact is that Belgium never trusted Britain, thought Britains policy very self interested and saw it just as much as a potential enemy as Germany. This of course changed when German troops appeared on its soil. Once the war began, Britain exhibited no awed respect for neutrality as a principle as evidenced in the Japanese/British capture of a large German listening post and naval base at Tsingtao in China, where the Brits colluded in the Japanese military amphibious assault by sending in British troops to support the landing, even though the landing breached Chinas neutrality. And Britain colluded in other infringements of the rights of neutrals, especially its invasion of Salonika in Greece, an intervention committed without any advance notification of the Greek government. The British invasion turned Salonika into a vast internment camp, and later, after malaria set in, a vast hospital. None of this mentioned by Tuchman. 
  Clearly Britain, whose chief reason for entering the war was defense of neutrality, puked up its principles when convenient. (1200)
     In any case, it was Austrias cowardly fear of possible consequences that acted to broaden what was a local quarrel into something that involved large alliances whose framework made inevitable very large military collisions as a consequence. Tuchman ignores the fact that it was the very existence of such large alliances that were the chief cause of the war, that the very fact that they were in place influenced how things were viewed and made any small or local war impossible. The function of coalitions apparently lay in spreading and prolonging wars. Under the Congress of Vienna rules, and under the old system of balance of power, wars were short, decided often by a single battle. But with coalitions, wars didnt come to an end until an entire country or countries had been destroyed or exhausted. This was because when a member of a coalition was defeated, its part could be taken by another member of the coalition, and thus the war went on and on.
      In my opinion, one of her more glaring errors is Tuchmans not touching on Russias part in helping to precipitate war. One suspects that Tuchman very possibly was a leftist/communist sympathizer in the 1930s and 1940s but I do not know if that is true or merely a flawed assumption of mine.
    In any case, Tuchman is very anti-German – he dislikes Germans as a national group like Bill Manchester, another historian I very much admire. Both think of the  Germans a wicked, power-hungry, warmongering race, and so she places the blame squarely on Berlin, like Roberts. (Franklin Roosevelt felt the same way, not to his credit.) But here is where Russia comes in. The Serbs were, in fact, about to yield to Austrias demands for satisfaction in the wake of the killing of Archduke Ferdinand when the idiotic Tsar Nicky II announced a Period Preparatory to War that reversed and hardened Serbian attitudes and had them withdraw all its concessions. The tragedy was that Serbia has agreed to accept all 10 Austrian demands about the probe of the murder, (some of which clearly interfered with Serbian internal affairs). But the point is that on hearing the chest thumping of Russia, Serbia reversed itself and rejected the demands. (Serbia would suffer the most casualties per its population, in the war, I think.) In any case, Russia was the first to begin mobilization of certain military districts, four in its west regions, next to Galatia (Poland now) with another four soon added. It was these actions that provoked Germany into full-scale mobilization. The Russian chief of Staff Janushkevish bears a lot of responsibility for helping to start a general war, as does Conrad and Berchtold of Austria, both of who were densely stupid, Conrad truly acting the warmonger if anyone was. Russias action towards mobilization unfortunately caused the Germans to look to their own preparations so that they would not be taken at a disadvantage on its long Eastern frontier (Prussia). The raving idiot on the German side was Moltke. Even as the Kaiser was still seeking to persuade Austria to localize the war, Moltke thought the Russian mobilization would leave Germanys east frontier vulnerable, and behind the Kaisers back encouraged Austria to mobilize just as the Tsar was thinking of canceling his countrys initial mobilization. 
     The Kaiser and German PM thought still that Austria and Russia could negotiate their mobilizations away, but thanks to Moltkes exceeding his powers, Russia mobilized and Germany responded with an ultimatum to Russia and France not to mobilize or otherwise face war. In other words, unless Germany withdrew its ultimatum to Russia there would be war, but of course, Russia, as a great power, couldn’tt eclipse its prestige by backing down or any more than could Germany. The chief quarrel then had been refocused from Austria against Serbia to Germany against Russia. France was on the sideline sucking its knuckles, knowing Russias decisions would keep it out of war or drag it in. 
    A month after the murder, Austria declared war on Serbia  (July 28). But the point here should be made that Serbia went to a military solution long before it had exhausted all the available diplomatic avenues. The other tragedy of that summer was the inflexibility on courses of action and the limits on any suppleness of diplomacy imposed by the rigid schedules for deployment of military units for all parties. This is why AJP Taylor called WWI a bit glibly a war of timetables.
  In any case, it is very, heartbreakingly tragic. To have 10 million promising young men slaughtered is a disaster for talent for all mankind for generations. 


